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Letter of Proposal and Commitment 

18 December 2020

Dear Members of the Selection Committee:

Studio Completiva is thrilled to submit our proposal for the Granite Street Workforce Housing. We have read and 
understand the requirements of the RFP.  We look forward to demonstrating to you our extensive experience and 
expertise in creative, community-driven design.  

Studio Completiva first became involved in with housing options in Frisco with our participation in the Housing 
Colorado Charrette in 2017.  In that effort, we developed concepts and feasibility studies for selected sites in the 
town.  We familiarized ourselves with the housing needs studies to that point and with the character of the town.  
With this proposal, we’re excited for the opportunity to add needed housing units and density to the downtown core 
neighborhood.   We’ve enlisted a team with strong experience in Frisco and Summit County to guarantee our 
knowledge of local priorities and goals.  Our team will include the firms listed here.  The people listed are committed 
to this project.  Nate Huyler of Studio Completiva will be your main contact.  You can reach him at 917 572 1822 and 
natehuyler@studiocompletiva.com.

Service is integral to the work of Studio Completiva: Our principal and project manager will always be available to 
you, supported by our robust office infrastructure. Our team will work closely with you to define and evaluate the 
goals of the project, and while we benchmark all decisions against these goals, we understand the design process 
can lead to new discoveries.
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Firm Discipline Project Contact

Studio Completiva Architecture Yong Cho, Principal
Nate Huyler, Project Manager

TetraTech Civil Engineering Kyle Cross, Project Engineer 

JVA Structural Engineering Craig M. Kobe, Principal 

Norris Design Landscape Architecture, 
Entitlements

Lindsay Newman, Senior Associate

SGM Mechanical, Electrical, 
Plumbing, Fire Protection

Amber Haymes, Project Engineer 

NV5 Cost Estimating Dan Sexton, Project Manager

Group 14 Sustainability, Commissioning Josh Marceau, Project Manager

Jensen Hughes Code Consulting Marcel Proulx, PE

Delet Specifications Yael Andrews, Principal 



Letter of Proposal and Commitment 

As a mission-driven firm, Studio Completiva is committed to working with housing organizations, neighborhood 
stakeholders, existing residents, and municipalities to create innovative design solutions. We hope to illustrate our 
wealth of knowledge in building housing, stemming from a long and expansive background of creating more than 
2,500 affordable units in Colorado through our 25 years of practice. Our team brings years of knowledge in multi-
family, affordable housing expertise and will ensure that we partner with you throughout the lifecycle of the project 
to understand your priorities to deliver a successful design.

Studio Completiva backs this experience with deep technical knowledge in resiliency and sustainability and is fully 
committed to excellence in design. We work closely with our consultants to find the construction methods and 
building systems that will best match the needs of the project. In support of this, we are constantly evaluating new 
strategies and technologies, and guide our clients through the process of evaluating methods.

Our anticipated approach on this project, and the basis for our fees, is a traditional stick-built construction.  
However, we would take some time during the kickoff charrette and Concept Design to explore the possibility of  
premanufactured modules for the housing.  From our research and projects, we have found that the use of 
premanufactured homes is a viable option to deliver more cost-effective housing for certain project types and under 
certain financing mechanisms.  We’ll determine if premanufacturing can work on this project within a summertime 
construction schedule as well as deliver a higher quality construction.  We understand that there may be other 
factors for success here, such as use of local craftspeople.  Our project approach describes how we vet this option 
and determine the best and most cost-effective method.

Thank you for your careful evaluation of our qualifications and our approach.

Sincerely,

Yong B. Cho
Principal
Studio Completiva, Inc.
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Firm Background
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Years in Business Since 1995 / 25 years

Firm Philosophy Studio Completiva’s philosophy is to inspire extraordinary lives through 
design. We believe the physical environment can have a significant 
impact on the lives of the residents. As such, we strive to design 
environments and spaces that help people access their full potential.

We are an architecture + planning firm whose team members are 
dedicated to developing communities that bring a marked, positive impact 
both to the lives of the residents and to the greater neighborhood. We 
have extensive experience with planning and design of mixed-use, multi-
residential projects, including market-rate, mixed income, affordable, and 
senior housing.

Organization & Services 
Offered

Staff: 19, including six (6) registered architects
Colorado Corporation (S-corp)
Architecture + Planning

Studio Completiva has completed numerous cost-effective and density-
driven, mixed-use projects that have integrated housing, commercial and 
parking spaces. We have also completed complex Planned Urban 
Developments and helped guide multiple stakeholders through Site Plan 
Review processes that have included master planning, feasibility studies 
and land entitlements where community outreach and communication to 
neighbors and board members are fundamental to the success of these 
projects. Our projects vary in size—from small remodels to major new 
development with costs varying from $50K to over $150MM. 

Office Location Studio Completiva, Inc.
3275 W. 14th Ave, Suite 201
Denver, CO 80204

Mission-driven Studio Completiva is a mission-driven design firm that is passionate about 
engaging with the neighborhoods in which we build. We participate in 
community building, addressing and advocating for a range of social and 
economic issues such as social equity, inclusivity, health and safety.
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Sustainable     
Communities

Studio Completiva has years of dedication and advocacy for providing 
quality housing and creating responsible, sustainable communities. 
Sustainability is a base value of the firm and we look at each project for 
ways to maximize the environmental, economic, and social sustainability. 

Many projects are at minimum LEED certifiable as others energetically 
and ambitiously designed to a LEED Gold or Platinum standards. 

Recognition Over the years, Studio Completiva has been recognized by its peers and 
the general public for architectural excellence. We have received 
numerous design awards, including most recently: 

• 2019 National NAHRO National Award of Excellence for Village at 
Westerly Creek, Aurora, CO

• 2017 ULI Colorado Impact Award for Influence Design for Redtail Ponds, 
Fort Collins, CO

• 2016 Senior Housing News Design & Architecture Award for Best 
Affordable Housing for Cityscape at Belmar, Lakewood, CO

• 2016 Senior Housing News Design & Architecture Award for Best 
Assisted Living for Rosemark at Mayfair Park, Denver, CO

• 2015 Colorado NAHRO Affordable Housing Project Award for Redtail 
Ponds Permanent Supportive Housing, Fort Collins, CO

• 2013 ULI Colorado Impact Award for Infill Design for Fire Clay Lofts, 
Denver, CO

• 2012 National NAHRO Affordable Housing Design Award for Creekside 
West Senior Housing, Lakewood, CO

In addition, we have been featured in various magazines and papers 
including Architectural Record and Modern In Denver. 
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Yong Cho, AIA
Principal-in-Charge

Education
• MArch, Yale School of Architecture, Yale University
• BA, Visual Studies, cum laude, Dartmouth College

Registrations
• Registered Architect, State of CO

With more than 25 years of experience, Yong is an 
experienced and talented planner and architect. As a 
designer, he has repeatedly succeeded in designing 
elegant master plans and buildings based in simplicity 
and economy. His designs are marked by innovation 
and detail that enriches the community. Yong is a 
leader in mixed-use, mixed-income and mixed-
construction type planning and design within complex 
site contexts, often city blocks involving a multitude of 
stakeholders and owners. He is a firm believer in 
making design accessible and approachable—
engaging clients and the community in building trust 
and confidence in his work.

Related Project Experience
• Village at Westerly Creek, Aurora, CO
• Mariposa Phase IV, Denver, CO
• Living Wisdom Village, Crestone, CO
• Sable Ridge Townhomes, Denver, CO
• Avondale Apartments, Denver, CO
• Aura, Denver, CO
• La Tela, Denver, CO
• Denver International Airport Great Hall Renovation
• Westridge Phase 1, Denver, CO

Nate Huyler, RA
Project Manager

Education
• BArch, Syracuse University School of Architecture, 

Syracuse

Registrations
• Registered Architect, State of CO

Nate Huyler has over 20 years of professional 
experience, working at firms of all shapes and sizes. 
His rural upbringing melded with a modernist 
architectural education to create a commitment to 
design that is as practical as it is forward-thinking. He 
has also served his profession on local- and state-level 
AIA boards and in several mentoring programs for 
students and young professionals.

Nate’s work shows a strong dedication to 
sustainability. He has served as the Chair on AIA 
Denver’s Committee on the Environment, he’s led 
projects at the National Renewable Energy Labs in 
Golden, and achieved LEED and Enterprise Green 
Communities certification for many office and 
residential projects. Energy efficiency, occupant 
comfort, water use reduction, low maintenance and 
durability are integrated into his work alongside 
effective space planning, site conditions, and 
construction economy to create buildings that are high-
performing and long-lasting. 

Related Project Experience
• Denver International Airport Great Hall Renovation, 

Denver, CO 
• CDOT Region 2 Headquarters, Pueblo, CO 
• CDOT Region 4 Headquarters, Greeley, CO 
• Flora, Denver, CO 
• Westridge Phase 1, Denver, CO

Project Team 
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Bilal Daher
Project Designer

Education
• MArch University of Colorado, Denver
• BS Environmental Studies, University of Colorado, 

Boulder

On every project, Bilal strives to capture both the big 
picture and the details to create integrated solutions 
that are unique and consistent throughout. His critical 
thinking skills applied to his creativity produce 
contextual, exciting, and relevant design solutions that 
engage the community/residents and evoke emotion. 
Bilal has comprehensive experience in feasibility 
studies, master planning and architectural design of 
commercial and residential buildings. He has excellent 
communication, problem-solving and leadership skills. 
In addition, Bilal is experienced in leveraging technical 
expertise in Revit, VRay, Rhino, Enscape to develop 
conceptual models and 3-D renderings. 

Related Project Experience
• Flora, Denver, CO
• Westridge Phase 1, Denver, CO
• 3501 Chestnut, Denver, CO
• Village at Westerly Creek, Aurora, CO
• Mariposa Phase IV, Denver, CO
• Sable Ridge Townhomes, Denver, CO

Ben Nissley
Job Captain

Education
• BArch, Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia

Ben brings a passion for sustainability and a belief that 
every project should have a positive impact on the 
community. Working closely with clients, he looks to 
create spaces that are reflective of the local context 
and focused on the user experience. He works closely 
with consultants and the client from schematic design 
to construction administration to make sure the project 
meets its goals while staying in budget and on 
schedule. Ben has been involved in variety of project 
types, ranging from multi-family and affordable housing 
to libraries and campus master planning. 

Related Project Experience
• 3501 Chestnut, Denver, CO
• Fitzsimons Senior Veterans Apartments, Aurora, CO
• Peoria Crossing Affordable Housing Development,

Aurora, CO
• Kinder Park Affordable Housing Redevelopment,

Woodlyn, PA
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Civil 
Tetra Tech

Fire and Life 
Safety

Jensen Hughes

Team Organization 
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Yong Cho 
Principal-in-

Charge

Nate Huyler 
Project Manager

Bilal Daher
Project Designer

Landscape 
Architecture/
Entitlements 
Norris Design 

Ben Nissley 
Job Captain

ARCHITECTURE

CONSULTING / ENGINEERING

Structural 
JVA

Spec
Delet

Cost Estimating
NV5

Sustainability
Group 14

MEP
SGM



Project Team – Consultants 

The following pages include resumes for our subconsultants.
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Sable Ridge Homes
Metro West Housing Solutions

Location: Denver, CO
Size: 51 Townhomes
Cost: $8.5MM
Date Completed: 2016

The Habitat for Humanity Sable Ridge homes are a 
group of 51 townhomes near Chambers and East 40th 
Avenue in the Montbello Neighborhood. The largest 
development in Habitat Metro Denver’s history, a group 
of twelve buildings with large outdoor areas for families 
to live and play. The homes are variations of about six 
to eight types of units depending on the family sizes 
along with one parking spot for each house. In order to 
take some pressure off of Andrews Dr. a road was built 
in order to provide easier parking for the residents 
along with guest parking along the street. 

In order to engage with the community around the 
homes each of the buildings had gaps in between them 
to promote pedestrian cross traffic. In the center of all 
the buildings there are two open areas for families to 
picnic and let their children play outdoors. There are 
creeks with boulders around them for children to play 
on, promoting “nature play” which has them interact 
with natural structures instead of man-made 
structures. All of these aspects come together to 
promote a community between all of the buildings 
included in the Sable Ridge homes. 
to name a few.
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Mariposa Phase IV
Denver Housing Authority 

Location: Denver, CO
Size: 154 units including 14 Townhomes
Cost: $14.8 MM
Date Completed: 2015

Phase IV is part of eight phases of a master-planned 
development by Denver Housing Authority. Phase IV 
has a diversity of residential units: 50 one-bedroom, 27 
two-bedroom, 14 two-story “town-home-type” units, 
and 63 “flats”, totaling approx. 88,500 SF of space. 
Parking for residents is provided in a basement garage 
of approx. 23,000 SF and storefront commercial spaces 
are provided at street level with approx. 12,400 SF of 
space, with a second level concrete podium for 
maximum flexibility. These commercial spaces include 
approx. 7,500 SF for a day-care center to be operated 
by Catholic Charities.

An interior courtyard is filled with light and includes 
community gardens, greenhouse, and playground, and 
is integrated into a pedestrian master plan. Extensive 
resident involvement and participation through many 
community meetings worked to engage the community 
and integrate all phases into the master plan. Great 
effort was made to promote healthy, active lifestyles 
with access to community gardens and kitchens, 
encourage walking and physical activities, and provide 
generous access to outdoor spaces and nature.



Village at Westerly Creek 
Aurora Housing Authority 

Location: Aurora, CO
Size: 74 Townhomes
Cost: $16 MM
Date Completed: 2018

Phase 3 of Village at Westerly Creek is divided into 
family and senior housing. It contains 74 townhome-
style and flat-style units. Multifamily housing is located 
at the entire northern portion of the site from east to 
west, while the senior housing is located at the 
southeastern portion of the site. Fifty of the units are for 
families with a mix of two, three, and four bedroom 
townhomes and flats that are either two or three 
stories. For seniors, there are twenty-four one-bedroom 
one story townhomes. All of these components have 
been constructed in the form of eight or nine stand 
alone buildings throughout the five acres site. 

There are three unit types, with some variants for ADA 
units and corner units. The residential portion of the 
building is accessible through either S. Ironton St., as 
the main intended access, or from E. Kentucky Ave. The 
residential units surround and overlook a central play 
area/open space. This area is landscaped, and 
furnished with amenities for children. 
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La Tela
Shanahan Development 

Location: Denver, CO
Size: 92 Units
Cost: $13 MM
Date Completed: 2021

La Tela is a Housing project in the Santa Fe Arts District 
of Denver. The project is unique as a model for 
affordable ownership, including 92 units with deed 
restricted price points to provide the opportunity for 
local residents to own their own home. Constructed of 
robust materials and artistic interiors, including a full 
brick masonry façade, the project conveys a sense of 
permanence, dignity and cultural celebration. The 
project includes energy efficient envelope design 
including continuous exterior rigid insulation and 
performance-based energy modelling. The project is 
also distinct in its ownership and funding structure 
through a collaboration with the Urban Land 
Conservancy, Elements, The City and County of Denver, 
and the State of Colorado.

La Tela is a Project rooted in the local context of the 
Santa Fe Arts District, connecting specifically with the 
Latin American history of the area, and the thriving and 
growing arts culture. The brick façade is patterned in 
reference to fabrics and textiles, connecting with the 
namesake of the project, “La Tela” which refers to 
canvas, cloth and fabric. The design is further 
articulated in the interior elements, connecting to a 
combination of Latin American culture and Artistic 
influence. The project aims at providing a sense of 
place, of home, of belonging. An accessible place for 
affordable home ownership, that people will be proud 
to call their own.
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Living Wisdom Village 
Crestone Peak Community Housing 

Location: Crestone, CO
Size: 20 Modular Homes
Cost: Undisclosed 
Date Completed: Currently in scoping phase, 
competition date TBD

The Living Wisdom village’s goal is to provide safe, 
small, energy efficient affordable housing for elders to 
age in place, and have it located near their friends and 
established connections. This project aims to  
strengthen capacity while meeting the needs of our 
aging population, where seniors can maximize the 
quality of their lives in an environment that offers both 
privacy and community. The project will include 20 
modular homes - a mix of studios, 1 and 2-bedroom, a 
community building with laundry facilities, maintenance 
building, storage units, road, sidewalks, community 
garden, hot tub, and landscaping.

Studio Completiva is working with a team of 
consultants to provide Architectural and Engineering 
services for the PUD process, and develop a site plan 
for IndieDwell, the unit manufacturer, to place the pre-
fabricated structures. 

Studio Completiva is also working with the town of 
Crestone to develop an architectural character for the 
modular units.  They will be in harmony with the town, 
contributing to the uniqueness of the mountain 
community.  A major part of the project is in the siting of 
the units.  They will be carefully placed on their hillside 
site in a way that enhances the location.  It's important 
that the prefab units look in concert with the 
surroundings, while also taking advantage of views and 
sunlight.
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Project Name Contact Name/Title Contact Info

1 Westridge Phase 1 Master Plan 
Denver, CO 
Affordable Housing

Annie Hancock 
Development Program 
Manager

Denver Housing Authority 
ahanco@denverhousing.org
720.932.3050

2 Village of Westerly Creek
Affordable/Senior Housing

Melissa Stirdivant
Project Manager

Aurora Housing Authority
2280 South Xanadu Way
Aurora, CO 80014
(720) 975-9119
mstirdivant@aurorahousing.org

3 La Tela
Denver, CO
Workforce Housing For-Sale

Jeff Shanahan
Owner/Developer

Shanahan Development 
jeff@shanahandevelopment.com
720 938-9067
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Methodology & Approach

APPROACH 
Based on the information in the RFP and our 
experience designing with the town and for CDOT, we 
believe there are three critical factors to success: 
1. Contextual design
2. Budget and value
3. Innovative sustainability

1. Contextual Design
Small towns are especially sensitive to change, and 
residents want to be certain that something new is 
contributing rather than detracting from the place 
they hold dear.  In our work, we strive to deliver 
excellence in design that enhances a sense of 
community, resonates with the specific context for 
the project, and goes beyond resident and client 
expectations.

We see opportunity in this project to reinforce the 
character of the town and its core with an activated, 
properly scaled building at the street corner as well 
as creating a sense of place and activations along the 
alley.  Frisco’s alleys have become informal streets 
with a life and circulation of their own.  Our project 
has a chance to introduce visual interest and public 
art to all sides of the building.  

Another opportunity is to embrace the project 
location.  As part of the town of Frisco, this housing 
should understand that the surroundings are its 
amenity.  The peaks, trails, main street, and marina 
are available to the residents.  With this in mind, we 
can develop the building to provide needed housing in 
an attractive architecture.

2. Budget & Value
Studio Completiva has a long-standing reputation for 
providing effective and efficient design solutions that 
are cost effective and maximize value. A majority of 
our portfolio consists of high-quality, mixed-use, 
affordable residential projects, including several 
award-winning workforce housing projects. We are 
keenly attuned to the specific needs of housing 
developments that must meet construction budgets 
as well as ensuring long-term cost efficiency. 

We believe that the only thing that differentiates 
workforce housing from market rate is the project 
budget.  Our approach on these units will be to 
provide no-frills housing that is durable, energy-
efficient, and attractive.  We’ll work with our cost 
estimator (and a GC, if one is added to the team) 
throughout the process to evaluate value in design 
decisions and achieve a smart, well-made 
contribution to the town.

3. Innovative Sustainability
Our team is an industry leader in sustainability 
research and advancement.  Our process identifies 
viable strategies to save energy and maximize 
resources that work within the project budget.  We 
use the same innovative approach to design for 
vetting sustainability strategies.  Some examples from 
recent projects include: 
• Alternate Cost & Energy Efficient Mech. Systems:

We spearheaded the use of PTAC and VTAC (heat-
pump systems) with supplemental heating in 
affordable housing units, as well  as selective use 
of split-systems. These solutions save money 
upfront and reduce long-term maintenance costs.

• Sustainability: Studio Completiva was the first firm 
in the region to deliver a certified LEED Platinum 
senior affordable housing at Creekside 
Residences. This project utilized innovative 
systems such GFX energy recovery system, 
extensive PV and solar wall to produce one of the 
most energy efficient and cost effective, 
affordable housing projects in the front range.

Our team proposes prefabricated construction and 
Zero Energy Housing Rating as potential sustainability 
strategies based on our reading of the RFP.  We look 
forward to brainstorming more ideas at the charrette 
and in Concept Design.

These three factors are suggestions.  The final factors 
are to be determined at the kickoff charrette with the 
Town of Frisco & CDOT. The design team will then use 
these priorities to guide decision-making throughout 
the design process.  
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Scope of Services: Phased Delivery

PROJECT DELIVERY  
We believe a successful outcome is rooted in 
collaboration. Studio Completiva’s design team will 
collaborate with the Town, CDOT, regulatory agencies 
and general contractor (GC) to deliver a high-quality, 
cost effective design.

Given the uncertainty of the pandemic, our 
collaborative approach will be creative, flexible, and 
above all, safe. For most meetings, Studio Completiva 
will utilize video calls such as ZOOM or Microsoft 
Teams.  In addition, we use online whiteboard 
programs like MIRO to aid our collaboration and 
dialogue. These programs allow us to fully 
communicate design ideas, sketching out concepts in 
meetings, and successfully work with the Owners, 
construction, and design teams without sacrificing 
time or understanding. 

Throughout the project Studio Completiva will be 
responsible for project organization.  This will include 
schedule updates, meeting agendas and minutes, and 
communications between the design team and the 
Owners. 

Our scope of services will be divided into the following 
phases to complete the project deliverables.

1. CONCEPT DESIGN 
We start every project with a design charrette.  This 
allows us to establish project parameters/goals/design 
principles that will guide the decision-making process 
throughout design.  At the charrette we’ll review site 
analysis and program assumptions, the proposed 
schedule, and evaluate critical factors for project 
success.  For this project we will also be discussing 
different development scenarios. This could include 
massing options as well as the use of prefabricated 
construction.  The charrette will be designed, managed 
and recorded by Studio Completiva. 

Concept Activities:
• Initial Project Research & Program Development
• Facilitate Design Charrette
• Prepare Design Charrette Summary with project 

goals, critical success factors, target schedule, and 
program.  

• Provide illustrative plans and renderings for up to 
three development scenarios.

2. SCHEMATIC DESIGN (SD)
Studio Completiva’s team will collaborate with the 

Town of Frisco & CDOT project stakeholders to produce 
a Site Plan that shows the exact locations of lot lines, 
easements, public rights-of-way, executed easements, 
and the exact locations of the building and structures. 

This phase will finalize project goals and the  
design concept. We will initiate the Major Site Plan 
Review by preparing the Sketch Plan Submittal per the 
requirements in the Town Code.  The Sketch plan will 
include a site plan illustrating access, parking & 
circulation, preliminary landscape & snow storage, and 
architectural elevations, renderings, and floorplans. 
They will confirm the design concept and inform 
the probable construction budget. We will also 
incorporate and integrate appropriate drainage 
solutions.

SD Activities:
• Meet regularly with the Town and CDOT PMs
• Select and develop design concept
• Reconfirm pertinent zoning and building codes that 

impact selected design concept
• Update project schedule, if needed
• Prepare site plan and elevations for initial 

zoning pre-application while coordinating civil 
engineer and landscape architect, if required

• Coordinate initial structural and MEP 
systems, sustainable design strategies, civil 
engineering requirements, and landscape design 
integration

• Prepare Sketch Plan design package with 
plans, sections, and elevations

• Develop floor plans and tabulate gross 
square footage

• Prepare preliminary opinion of probably cost
• Develop, compile, and submit Sketch Plan 

documents per Town requirements.
• Attend (1) Planning Commission Hearing
• Attend (1) TC Worksession

3. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (DD) – FINAL DESIGN 
With acceptance of the SD drawing package by the 
Owners, this phase will refine the plans, sections, and 
elevations into a reasonably accurate set of drawings. 
Systems will be coordinated with the consultants. Site 
design will be further refined, and details identified. 
Structural loads will be coordinated with the metal 
building manufacturer. 

Planning Commission acceptance of the Sketch Plan 
drawing package will allow the design team to refine 
the final drawings for Major Site Plan Review submittal.  
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Scope of Services: Phased Delivery

DD Activities:
• Meet regularly with the client team and consultant 

team
• Refine and update Preliminary Probable Cost 

Estimate for the project, including implementation 
strategies

• Verify applicable building code requirements 
with respect to the design

• Provide Major Site Plan and DD drawing sets to 
clients for review and comment

• Prepare preliminary technical drawings and outline 
specifications

• Finish all exterior elevations with dimensions
• Identify all materials 
• Coordinate subconsultants’ ongoing work with 

refinement of systems and integration into the 
building design

• Develop Final Project Schedule
• Coordinate and document LEED credit compliance
• Revise, compile, and submit Major Development 

Application per Town requirements
• Attend (1) Planning Commission Hearing
• Attend (1) TC Worksession.

4. CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS (CD) – 80% 
After Owner acceptance of the DD and the Major Site 
Plan Review drawing packages, Studio Completiva will 
proceed with the Construction Documents. We will 
develop technical drawings and details for 
the buildings and site. 

CD (80%) Activities: 
• Meet regularly with Owner team and consultant 

team
• Finalize applicable building code requirements with 

respect to the design
• Coordinate subconsultants’ ongoing work 

with refinement of systems and integration into 
the building design

• Coordinate and document LEED credit compliance
• Update project schedule and probable construction 

costs as needed
• Prepare technical drawings and specifications
• Submit 80% CDs Package for pricing and review.

4a. CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS (CD) – 100% 
(Alternate) 
If the project pricing is accepted at the 80% level, our 
team will then complete the Construction Drawings and 

Specifications.  We will incorporate constructability 
information into the details, finalize finishes and 
schedule, and issue a package for Building Department 
review. Building Department comments will be a 
priority in order to obtain a building permit as quickly as 
possible.  Any comments from the permit review 
process then be incorporated into the documents for a 
final Issue For Construction set.

CD (100%) Activities: 
• Meet regularly with Owner team and consultant 

team
• Finalize comments on cost and constructability 

reviews, focusing on eliminating potential RFIs
• Submit permit review set(s) to the Building 

Department
• Coordinate and document LEED credit compliance
• Provide responses and drawing revisions to the 

building department reviewer(s)
• Coordinate consultant revisions
• Assist the Owners in obtaining competitive 

bids/proposals for construction, as needed
• Provide Issue For Construction drawings and 

specifications

5. CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (Alternate)
Responsibility for meetings and coordination will shift 
to the GC during this phase. Studio Completiva and our 
team will support the construction efforts as needed to 
clarify the design intent and achieve the project goals.

CA Deliverables: 
• Meet regularly with the client & GC team to review 

pre-construction items
• Attend bi-weekly OAC meetings during construction
• Provide design clarifications to the contractor, as 

needed; coordinate consultant responses
• Review construction submittals and mock-ups; 

coordinate consultant reviews
• Coordinate and document LEED credit compliance
• Provide periodic reports on construction progress 

observations
• Punchlist completed work for compliance with the 

design intent.
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Understanding of Frisco 

Since our participation in the 2017 Housing Colorado 
charrette with the Town of Frisco, Studio Completiva 
has pursued several affordable housing projects in 
Frisco and Dillon.  We’ve participated in two additional 
charrettes with the Town of Breckenridge and a joint 
effort between the Town of Dillon and the US Forest 
Service that aided us in understanding the housing 
needs of the County.  

We are well versed in the 2018 Housing Task Force 
Report and the 2019 Needs Assessment.  Members of 
our team participated in the Task Force.  We’ve 
researched the particular housing needs and urban 
planning of Frisco to understand how new project can 
integrate with the existing town as well as the vision for 
the future.

Our team includes several firms with experience 
working in and with the Town of Frisco.  We’re coupling 
that local familiarity with Studio Completiva’s 25 years 
of housing expertise.  In addition, our Project Manager, 
Nate Huyler, has worked with CDOT on two regional 
headquarters buildings.  

We believe this team and its depth of knowledge will 
provide the best possible design for Frisco and CDOT.  
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Project Schedule 
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Project Schedule – Tasks 5&6 
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Estimated Fees
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Estimated Fees
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Rates
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Company Position Rate

Studio Completiva

Principal-in-Charge $225

Project Manager $166

Project  Architect $150

Job Captain $112

Drafter $97

Admin $78

Tetra Tech

Engineer 1 $100

Engineer 2 $115

Project Engineer 1 $150

Sr Engineer 2 $230

JVA

Principal $172 - $216

Expert Witness $260

Senior Forensic Engineer $216

Senior Project Manager $156-$176

Project Manager $136-$156

Senior Project Engineer $120-$124

Project Engineer $116

Design Engineer II $104-$108

Design Engineer I $100

BIM Manager $120

Senior BIM Modeler $120

BIM Modeler $92

Administrative Support $92-$120

Norris Design 

Principal $120-$170

Senior Staff $90-$120

Staff $70-$90

Clerical $65
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Company Position Rate

SGM

Principal Engineer $198

Senior Engineer III $180

Senior Engineer II $169

Senior Engineer I $153

Engineer IV $140

Engineer III $125

Engineer II $110

Engineer I $95

Senior Project Manager $141

Project Manager $131

Principal Consultant $198

Senior Consultant II $158

Senior Consultant I $136

Consultant III $117

Consultant II $102

Consultant I $92

Technician III $79

Technician II $67

Technician I $57

Clerical $73

Senior CADD/GIS $131

CADD/GIS III $112

CADD/GIS II $102

CAD/GIS I $85
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Company Position Rate

Group 14

Sr. Principal $266

Principal $194

Sr. Software Engineer $176

Sr. Engineer, Sr. Project Manager II $172

Sr. Project Manager I $155

Project manager, Job Captain, Project Engineer, 
Consultant III

$139

Engineer II, Consultant II $122

Engineer !, Consultant I, Technical Support $112

Amin/Marketing $94

Admin Support $78

Delet

Spec Writer $150

Jensen Hughes

Principal $290

Project Manager $250

Sr. Fire Protection Engineer $220

Sr. Architect $200

Fire Protection Engineer $190

Technician/Associate $150

CAD Services $125

Administrative $110

NV5

Director $225

Sr. Project Manager $180

Estimator $135

Assistant Project Manager $95
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